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Abstract
An interconnection pattern corresponding to a transposition arises naturally when a connection is

required befween a set of modules in a stage and a second set of modules. The optical transpose
interconnection system (OTIS) was first proposed by Gary C. Marchand et al. and has been exploited
in a FAST-Net demonstrator by P. Milojkovic et a/. These implementations employed a scheme based
on off-axis imaging. This paper aims to propose an alternative non-imaging scheme of the optical
transpose interconnection system by interposing a macrolens, a Fourier transform lens, between the
two stages of mesolens arrays. This scheme is shown to be superior in several respects. In order to
describe a transposition of the coordinates of input beamlets to the coordinates of output beamlets, the
ray of light through the optical system will be represented by points specified by p, the direction
cosine, and 4, the position, in phase space. The system is useful for implementation of three-stage Clos
Networks, the Optical Transpose Sector Switch (OTSS), a reconfigurable Optical Transpose system,
and an Optical Crossbar Switch.

Keywords: Free space optical interconnection, Fourier transform lens, matrix optics, phase space,
network switch.

l. Introduction
Electrical interconnection becomes a

bottleneck for the communication of information
at long distances and high bit rates. Free space
optical interconnection offers several potential
advantages for implementing communication
with large data bandwidths, high bandwidth, low
skew and cross talk, small volume, high
connection density, and lower power
consumption [1,2]. Thus optical interconnects
may overcome the present limitations of
electrical interconnects in a simple and cost-
effective manner.

Interconnection may be thought of as a
mapping, one-to-one or possibly one-to-many,
from the set of sources to the set of receptors. In
this paper we proposed an improved one-to-one
Optical Transpose Interconnection System. An
optical transpose interconnection system

(OTIS), which is described in Ref. 3, has two
stages each consisting of an array of lenslets that
image the light from an array of light sources on
an input plane onto an array of receivers on an
output plane. The system suffers from severe
aberration due to the off-axis imaging
arrangement of similar sized lenslets. As
described, the light strikes the second lenslet
plane off-center, partially filling an adjacent
lenslet, focusing to a different receiver. This
effect leads to high insertion loss and potential
for cross talk ifthe light not captured is not fully
blocked. Spatially coherent sources individually
directed into the appropriate lenslet could
overcome these problems but would require
beam steering components at the input plane and
also, in the monomode receiving device, at the
output plane. The other OTIS is the FAST-NeI
optical system described in Ref. 4. The unfolded
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system uses arrays of wide field-of-view
imaging lenses. In order to map an image of
each source on input plane onto a corresponding
receiver on output plane, the source spacing on
the array has to be matched to the lens array.
This effect makes the whole system not have
simply one optical axis. The system also suffers
from aberration because the angles between the
VCSELs, on one corner of the array, beam and
the optical axis of the lens exceeded 20o, wide
angle. The system proposed in this paper is an
improved system in which interposing a
macrolens, a Fourier transform lens, between the
two stages of microlens arrays with elements in
different arrangement. The system does not
require beam steering components and it is
simple to arrange the input and output devices.

2. Fundamental Theorv of the OTIS
system
The transpose interconnection is a one-to-

one interconnection between N x lV input
beamlets to NxM output beamlets. The input
and output beamlets are arranged as an
Jl"Ju array wi th J , ' "Ju sub-array.

Each Jlr x nlM sub-array of input and output
beamlets are at the front and back focal planes
of each of lenses of stage I and III which are
arranged as an uF " JM array. Each input and
output beamlets has a coordinate (r, lz) where

n,m =l,...,Ji ".[u . The input beamlet with the
coordinate (",*) is mapped to the output

beamlet with the coordinate (n,n), called the

transposition of the input. We can write this as
the equation:

(n .m)  -+  (m,n)

In our analysis the sources of input beamlets
are considered to be telecentric sources, i.e. the
chief ray of each source is parallel to the optical
axis of the corresponding lens in stage I. The
microlenses in stage I are positioned one focal
length away from the sources. The macrolens in
stage II and microlenses array in stage III are
positioned as shown in Figure 1(b) so that the
images of the input beamlets can be Fourier
transformed at the output. Figure I shows the
diagram of the system for ly' and M : 16. The
system composites of 256 input and output
beamlets arranged as a 4x4 array with 4x4
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sub-array, a 4x4 anay of lenses in stage I, a
macrolens in stage II, and an 4x4 anay of lenses
in stage III. The input beamlet with coordinate
(l, l), for example, on the microlens n : 1 in
stage I is mapped to the output beamlet with
coordinate (1,1) on the microlens r : I in stage
III, similarly the input beamlet with coordinate
(1,2)  on the micro lens n:1 in s tage I  is  mapped
to the output beamlet with coordinate (2, 1) on
the micro lens n:2 in  s tase I I I .  and so on.

Coordinates of lenses and inputs in stage I

Coordinates of lenses and outputs in stage III
(a) Front View of inputs, outputs, and

mesolenses in staee I and III.

( l )



Isometric View of layout of the OTIS system
(b) Layout of the OTIS system

Figure l. Diagram of the OTIS system with i/:
M : 1 6 .

The nature of the optical transpose
interconnection system can be described
theoretically as follows: The ray of l ight from
the input source can be represented by points.
The points where the ray intersects the plane
transverse to the z-axis can be specified by the

position, (4,,4r) , and the direction of the ray,

(r,,rr). We can replace the direction of the ray

by p variable, where p, = nsin0, and

Py = nsind, . In optical phase space the ray of

light propagates from the point h at the

reference plane at 21 to the point U2 at the

reference plane at 22, the ray will correspond to
vectors:
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The relationship between these two points

can be described by finding 1)1as d function of
zl2. In Geometrical Optics we know that

where M are 2x2 matrices of determinant 1.
These kinds of matrices are called (l inear)
canonical transformations or symplectic
transformations. Any refracting lens system can
be considered as the composite of several
systems of two basic types:
(a) A translation by a distance t, the formula is:

i o  l = i '  1 Y ' l
\ p ) ! o  t ) \ p )

( t  r )
d e r t  t = t .  T  =  t /  ( 4 1- - ' [ o  

1 )  / n

where r is the refractive index of the
medium.
(b) Refraction at the boundary surface between

two regions of refractive indices \ and n,,

the formula is:
(c)

|  |  0 \
d e r l  

" l _ 1 .  
o = . , 2  

, t  
( 5 )

[ - p  t )  R

where R is the radius of the refracting
surface.

From these two results, we can calculate the
matrix of the thin lens (a double convex lens)
between a reference plane 4 located a distance/

(a focal lenglh of the thin lens) to the left of the
lens and a reference plane 4 located a distance/

to the rieht. then we have:

f n ' )  f n " l''=ln;,',)=[;)'"',, =l ;., | 
=l';.) Q'

\ p , /  \ P , z )

?;)=(', ?)il)

Side View of layout of the OTIS
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where I  t . -  . -  , f  I  I  ) .  p  is  the radius of  the
7 - t t r t  n t i l -  -

. f  
"  ' ' [ R ,  

R , )

left refracting surface and Rz is the radius ofthe
right refracting surface. From equation (6), the
elements A and D of the matrix are zeros. This
means there are two cases we will consider as:
1) D = 0. This means that all rays entering the
input plane from the same point emerge at the
output plane making the same angle with the
axis, no matter at what angle the rays enter the
system. In another words, the position of the ray
is transformed into an angle. 2) I = 0. This
means that all rays entering the system at the
same angle will pass through the same point in
the output plane. Therefore, the angle is
transformed into the position of the ray [5]. With
two cases it shows that the lens system

transforms the coordinate system (q, pl by

rotating the axes by 90o:

(q ' p ) - ( -p ' q )  ( 7 )

Therefore, the optical transpose interconnection
system composite of 3 stages of lenses
transforms the input beamlets with coordinates

I 
n 

I into the coordinates of the output
\p ) ,_

( q \
beamlets |  |  Equat ion 18) below is the

\ p ) " '
equation of the system:

where fr,.fz,and f, are the focal lengths of
lenses in stage I, II, and III, respectively, and the
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effective focal length of the system i, f{' . ey
. t 2

Gaussian beam analysis and linear optical
design the optical transpose interconnection
system has been designed and simulated as
shown in Figure 2. Figure 2 shows the
simulation of the system for N= M =16, i.e. the
system composites of 256 inputs and outputs.
He-Ne laser or VCSELs are the sources of input

beamlets with the beam waist {D9 and the

wavelength I .

Figure 2. Modell ing of the OTIS system.

3. Linear Optical System Design
The key new aspect introduced in this

section is that of diffraction albeit in the
Gaussian approximation. Three characteristics
that characterise Gaussian beam propagation
are: (l) the phase front curvature and the beam
radius in terms of the distance from the beam
waist (the minimum beam radius); (il) the
propagation of a Gaussian beam in free space;
(lil) the transformation of a Gaussian beam
through a lens. Geometrical representations of
these characteristics highlight the relationship
between Gaussian beam propagation and
geometrical optics. These characteristics of
Gaussian beams are applied to the OTIS system
to derive the linear optical system design. All
lenses used in the OTIS system are off the shelf

with f,,,for, and .f,,, and, d,,d,, and d,are

the f-number and the diameters of lenses in
stage I, II, and III, respectively. The pitch of

(6)?)1'x le;:

(8)
( n -lL)

[ ')  =l r, l(,)
\p)". |  "f ,  o l \n)..

\ f ' f .  )

(q \  l + ' )
lo). , .=l  t- ,  I

\  f , f , '  )_"

(e)



The pitch of the sources within an input sector
of the microlens in stage I is:

" zwi

d  = + '  ( l l )
A t ,

The diameters and focal length of lenses in stage
I. II. and III are:

a, = "D"Md
a, = ̂ fzq,(zai+u,) (12)

a, = "5Jua.

where f , sin 0, un6
,f-t'r"'q

each input beamlet is 6, and the pitch of each

output beamlet is d,. Let w1 be the beam waist

of the input beamlet at the focal point of
microlens in stage I. The effective focal length
ofthe svstem is:
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(  1 0 )

the parameters from the calculation using the
equations of the linear optical design. The
system is taken to have square dimensions with
N : M:16 the input and output beamlets.
Therefore, the 256 input and output beamlets are
arranged as 4x4 sub-arrays. Each sub-array of
input and output beamlets is placed at the front
focal point of microlens in stage I and the back
focal point of the microlens in stage III,
respectively. The number of microlenses in
stage I and microlenses in stage III are 16
Fourier transform lenses arranged as 4x4
anays. The macrolens in stage II is a Fourier
transform lens. The f-numbers of the
microlenses in stage I and III are selected to be
2.9 (off the shelf lenses) and the beam waist of
the l ight source is 30.57 pm (Specification of

He-Ne laser). The wavelength of the light source
is 632.8 nm. The pitch margin factor of the

microlenses in stages I and III, U, = e,, is set to

one and the pitch margin of the macrolens in

stage II, ry,, is 1.305. The parameters obtained

from calculations are as the following:
d, = d, the pitch of the input and output

beamlets within input and output
sectors is 1.6 mm.

.f "n the effective focal length of the optical

system is 4.62 mm.

f, = f. the focal length of microlens in

stage I and microlens in stage III is
26.02 mm.

f, the focal length of macrolens is 147.2

mm.
d, = d^ the diameter of microlens is 8.97

mm.
q = p the f ie ld of  v iew is  10" .

The dimensions and optical characteristics
of the lenses used in the LightTools t6l
simulation correspond to off the shelf lenses
used in the experimental demonstration. The
lens specifications are as follows:
Stage I Microlens:
Material: BK7_SCHOTT [7]
Element shape: Circular Thickness: 2.J4 mm
Edge Thickness:1.99672 mm Diameler:9.0 mm
Shape ofFront Surface: Spherical
Shape ofRear Surface: Spherical
Radius of Front Surface: 27.43 mm
Radius of Rear Surface: 27 .43 mm

-  - r t
f, = n,"l2,tM 

;f."

7. = zr7,r73M JN .f ",
c

J . = n . J z l x i f .
, li [J:
- t  n z \ l t \ u l

IAnd. =
) {_  J )

'  l i  [ u :
I  l L N t u t u l

tan IJ =' ) f
_  J 1

( l  3 )

where ry, ,r7,, and rl . are the microlens, the

macrolens, and the microlens margin factors,
respectively. a is the field of view of the
macrolens from the microlens in stage I and B
is the field of view of the macrolens from the
microlens in stage III.

4. Simulations and Experiments
The simulations and experimental

demonstration of the OTIS system are done with

(  r -  \
|  {J ,41  -  l l t

- f a h l g

I Jo . ' * [ ( JV- 'b l
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Stage II Macrolens:
Material: BK7_SCHOTT [7]
Element shape: Circular Thickness: 19.5 mm
Edge Thickness:  3.10674 mmDiameter :100 mm
Shape ofFront Surface: Spherical
Shape ofRear Surface: Spherical
Radius of Front Surface: 156.6 mm
Radius of Rear Surface: 156.6 mm
Stage III Microlens:
Material: BK7_SCHOTT [7]
Element shape: Circular Thickness: 2.74 mm
Edge Thickness: 1.99612 mm Diameter:9.0 mm
Shape ofFront Surface: Spherical
Shape ofRear Surface: Spherical
Radius of Front Surface: 2l .43 mm
Radius of Rear Surface: 21 .43 mm
Figure 2 shows the modeling of the OTIS
system. Figure 3 shows the experimental setup
of the OTIS system. Two of the output images
of the microlens in stage III are shown in Figure
4 and 5.
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Figure 4 The output images of the I 1'n microlens
in staee lII.

F igure 5.  The output  images o l  the l6 ' r '
microlens in stage III.

5. The applications of OTIS system
The optical transpose interconnection

system discussed in this paper is fundamental to
arbitrary optical interconnection such as a
Transpose Sector Switch, a reconfigurable
Optical Transpose System, and Optical Crossbar
Switch. A Transpose Sector Switch is local fan-
out sections, per-input sector transpose sections,
bus transpose sections, per-output sector
transpose sections, and local fan-in sections as
shown in Figure 6.

Reconfiguration techniques are used to
allocate hardware resources, such as processors
and communication switches, to a specific task.
The hardware resources allocated are usually
interconnected to form a suitable network
topology for the task. Figure 7 shows a
Reconfi gurable Cross Connect system.

A crossbar switch is a switch which can be
used to interconnect any one of a plurality of
inputs to any one of a plurality of outputs.
Figure 8 shows a topologically equivalent
switch of the optical crossbar switch.

5 l

ExpenmentalSetup - \.
H c N e L d  - t d r ( c P o  /  \- r r

E-

SBFI SI{ell USl:l [r@e6$rtSyh

Figure 3. The experimental setup of the OTIS
S1'stem.
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Figure 6. A Transpose Sector Switch.

Figure 7. A Reconfigurable Cross Connect
system using micromirrors in stage I and III.

Figure 8. An topologically Optical Crossbar
Switch.
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6. The Scaling Laws of the Optical
System
The motivation of this section is to consider

how to pack the channels as densely as possible
and also to make the distance between the input
and output planes as small as possible.
Interconnection systems are considered as
imaging optical systems. Therefore, the scaling
law for the optical systems is related to the lens
system. Lenses come in many different sizes.
Those used in common optical instruments and
systems have dimensions of the order of
centimeters. However, the very small lenses
required by optical computing and
interconnection systems can be measured in
micrometers. The lens system design, one of the
influences of scaling is on the number of data
channels, which can be handled in parallel. The
space-bandwidth product SW is proportional to
the number of data channels. Hence, the SW is
an appropriate measure of the system quality
and a key criterion for the usefulness ofthe free-
space optical interconnects system. The SW can
be interpreted as the number of degrees of
freedom of the wave field at the exit of the lens
system and also as the number of resolvable
points in the image plane. The conclusion is that
large diameters and large f-number maximize
the space bandwidth product. Large f-numbers
increase the diffraction spot with respect to the
size of a wavelength but reduce the aberration
spot, but large diameters increase the aberration
spot and can tend to dominate the diffraction
spot. The use of many small lenses rather than a
single large lens can maximize the overall
information density of the system. Reducing the
diameter reduces the aberration spot down to the
size of the diffraction spot, resulting in the
smallest possible overall spot size. The field size
is also small, but this is compensated for by the
fact that the small diameter of the lens enables
many such systems to be used in parallel. Thus
the overall information density is maximized
with many small tubes rather than by a single
lens.

In optical interconnection architectures, the
input and output channels are arranged as amays
in a regular Cartesian manner at the input and
output planes. The cross section of the optical
channel l inks between a pair of2-D input-output
planes is approximately equal to 12 f 27r. It has

been further shown that the basic 3-D volume
for establishing such free-space communications
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is (1'f 2r)L,.,,,, where Lu,o, is the total length of

communication channels I I 3].
The minimum effective focal lensth of the

OTIS is :
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( 1 4 )

7. Conclusions
In this paper the optical transpose

interconnection system has been explored. The
operation of the transposition of the overall
optical system is performed using the three
stages of lenses without requiring beam steering
components at the input plane and at the output
plane. Thus the system suffers from the intrinsic
aberrations due to the lenses of the system. Most
aberrations ofthe system come expectedly from
a macrolens in stage II. To overcome these
problems a compound lens system, which
replaces the single macrolens stage II, is used
The aberrations of the system is derived by
using Lie Methods and classified as different
fypes ofaberrations such as spherical aberration,
coma, astigmatism, and distortion.

By using the scaling law it is shown that the
physical volume of the optical transpose
interconnection system is equal to the optical
communication volume, that is the optical
transpose interconnection system can be scaled
down to the size of wavelength.

Each of the switches discussed in this paper
uti l izes such an optical transpose
interconnection system invented in this project
to provide optical switches having improved
properties. Each ofthe optical crossbar switches
described in this paper could be configured as a
fixed arbitrary interconnection, or as a
reconfigurable interconnection. In the former
case, the deflectors would be configured by
using a deflection technology. Computer
generated holography [8,9] is a suitable
technology for such deflectors. It is also possible
to use other deflection technology such as
micromirrors (MEMS technology [0,] l]),
prisms and beam splitters. Liquid crystal devices
that act as variable gratings, prisms and even
lenses can be used in the reconfigurable
interconnections. SLMs [2] can also be used as
programmable CGH deflectors, that is as
variable grating. SLMs can be transmissive or
reflective.

Overall, this system produces the Fourier
transform, at the output, of a beam at the
associated input. Conventional systems would,
on the other hand, image. However, by suitable
choice of lenses, it is possible to arrange that the
size and numerical apertures of the beams at the
input and the output are identical, allowing
interfacing with optical fibres without loss in
principle. In particular, in the case of monomode

A )

J c I _ m n  
-  

J A l J 4 l
7T

The total linear length of the OTIS with the total
input point NMis given as:

,  8 1 (  2 m + 4 \
L,ut=- l  1r t , ryruuJNJM7",7" ,  115)

z \  m  )

From [13], the total volume that must be
allocated for optical communication must at

least be given as f > L f ,..,..,. Therefore, the
2n 

-ttut

lower bound of the optical communication
volume of the OTIS is obtained as:

- .  4 ) 3  ( 2 m + q \
, , , / / r = . 1  V 7 , r y , u u J N J u 7 " , 7 . ,  ( 1 6 )

z - \  m  )

The physical volume of the OTIS is equal to:

,  U ( 2 m + 4 )  -L  =  y t , q , , t  , r ' J  M  1 , , 7 , ,  ( 17 )
z \  m  /

Therefore, the physical volume of the OTIS is
given as:

. .  (  z s s l , ' \ ( 2 m + q \  . r /v -l --.- l l  
- 

ln,ry,lNMl'. f ;.f . ' , ( ru)
\ z  ) \  m  t

The ratio between the physical volume and the
optical communication volume is
approximately:

L= / , , / ,  (19)
vrr, ,.,

For .fn, = .fo. =l , the physical volume is

approximately equal to the optical
communication volume, implying that a cross-
sectional area of each optical interconnection in
the system is of - )"' . That is the OTIS system is
capable of nearly achieving the fundamental
min imum volume.
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beams, a Gaussian input beam is transformed to
a Gaussian output beam.
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